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Indians claim victory, celebrate

Lawmen leave Wounded Knee

The terrorists vowed yesterday that their victory in Texas on Saturday will encourage them to keep going, despite a heavy government military attack on the American Indian Movement at Wounded Knee.

The Indians claimed to have captured a military helicopter and to have held up a government official of the Interior Department.

The FBI said yesterday that it had no direct evidence to support the claim.

The government said yesterday that it had no direct evidence to support the claim.
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There were no further reports of incidents yesterday.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — leaving the company with a $175,000 fine. BofA, however, has not been identified as the source.

The article is about a legal case involving BofA and the government. The bank was fined $175,000 for a violation, and the source of the violation is not mentioned. The article also mentions that the bank is not identified as the source of the violation.

---

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — The U.S. government has imposed a $175,000 fine on Bank of America for violating a law that requires banks to report certain financial transactions. The bank was fined $175,000 for failing to report a suspected money laundering transaction.

The $175,000 fine is the largest ever imposed on a bank for failing to report a suspected money laundering transaction. The fine is also the largest ever imposed on a bank for failing to report a suspected terrorist financing transaction.

The law requires banks to report certain financial transactions to the government, including wire transfers, cash deposits, and cash withdrawals. The law is designed to help prevent money laundering and terrorist financing.

The bank has agreed to pay the fine and to take steps to prevent similar violations in the future.
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Flynn will be freed Thursday

A 29-year-old man accused of being a member of the Weather Underground Organization was freed Thursday in Winona.

The man, who was not identified, was arrested in April in connection with a bombing at the U.S. Capitol. He was charged with possession of a controlled substance and possession of a destructive device.

In court Thursday, the judge found the defendant not guilty of the charges and ordered his release.

The defendant had been held without bail for more than six months, during which time he was denied a bond hearing.

His attorney, Andrew Welt, said he was pleased with the outcome.

"I'm very happy for my client," Welt said. "He's been through a lot and I'm glad he's finally free."

The man was released from custody Thursday afternoon, and is now free to return home.

Town of Warren Annual Election

Tuesday, March 13

Polls open 10:00 to 6:00

Business Meeting - 1:30 P.M.

R. Jack Miller - Clerk

150 compete in FFA contest in leadership

The leadership contest, held during the annual convention of the Winona FFA chapter, featured 150 competitive entries from school and community organizations.

The competition included oral presentations, written tests, and a variety of other skills assessments.
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House pokes major hole in secrecy wall

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House has voted to make major changes in laws to protect the secrecy of certain government documents, in a move that could open up a flood of new information about government actions and decisions.

The bill, which passed 289-127, would create a new classification system for government documents, with lower levels of protection than the current system. The change would make it easier for the public to obtain information about government activities.

The bill would also create a new, independent agency to enforce the new classification system, and give the public more rights to challenge the classification of government documents.

The bill is part of a broader effort by Congress to reform the nation's information security laws. The new bill would replace the antiquated Electronic Communications Privacy Act, which has been criticized for its failures to keep the public informed about government activities.

The bill was introduced by Rep. Jim Sensenbrenner, R-Wis., who said it was time for Congress to take charge of information security.

“Too often, the government has been the one to keep the secrets, not the public,” Sensenbrenner said. “We need to change that.”

The bill is expected to be signed into law by the end of the year.
Brig. Gen. Omar Torrijos, 44-year-old country boy who became the military strongman of Panama, will watch with satisfaction Thursday when a special session of the United Nations Security Council opens at the Panama legislative palace.

PANAMA (AP) - The UN Security Council is meeting in Panama this week — to the satisfaction of a cigar-smoking soldier who has pumped this country's feeling of nationalism to a feverish level.

This is the second time the Security Council has met outside U.N. headquarters and the first time in Latin America. It is the result of an invitation by the Torrijos government, which invited the Security Council to see at first hand the Canal Zone and what Torrijos calls U.S. imperialism.

Torrijos was born to teacher parents in Panama, where he grew up as a normal military dictator, one who took office to help the United States control over the canal and the Canal Zone—participate in canal operations.

At first Torrijos was pegged as just another military dictator, but he wants to take over the Canal Zone and pull the people into order so that they can make Panamanian nationalism and Panamanian civilians. The United States has been working for Panamanian control; of the zone and participation in canal operations.

When riots in 1964 left 22 dead, Arias took office as president. Torrijos moved up steadily until he was chosen to attend the naval academy, where he was given a commission in the Panamanian National Guard as a second lieutenant.

Torrijos was born to teacher parents in Panama, where he grew up as a normal military dictator, one who took office to help the United States control over the canal. He moved up steadily until he was chosen to attend the naval academy, where he was given a commission in the Panamanian National Guard as a second lieutenant.

He moved up steadily until he was chosen to attend the naval academy, where he was given a commission in the Panamanian National Guard as a second lieutenant.
**Children of nature**

*Jestin Jones Young*  

**ALSOBE AROUND THE ONE OF THE many curious children of nature to come out of the forest to bring us a message.**

In Kynthia Spring, Ohio, one-time Ohio State Relationist, James E. Riddle has discovered a new species of the family of Wasps, known as the "Wasp Thorax." This species is remarkable for its extraordinary powers of attraction and reproduction. It has been observed that this species is capable of attracting insects from all over the region surrounding the cave in which it lives. The wasps are considered to be of great importance in the study of insect behavior and the evolution of social organization.

The wasps are highly social, living in large colonies and working together to build their nests. They have been observed to feed on a variety of insects, including bees and butterflies. The wasps are also known to have a strong sense of smell, which they use to track down potential food sources. They are able to communicate with each other using a series of visual and auditory signals, which are used to coordinate their activities and protect their nests.

The wasps are considered to be of great importance in the study of insect behavior and the evolution of social organization. They are able to learn from each other and adapt to changing environmental conditions, which is a key factor in their success as a species.
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WE WANT YOU... As A Savings Customer

THAT'S WHY WE'VE PUT OUR HEADS TOGETHER AND COME UP WITH A NEW WAY OF COMPUTING INTEREST...
— IT MEANS MORE MONEY FOR YOUR MONEY! —

WE NOW PAY—
ON OUR 2-YEAR
5 3/4 %
SAVINGS CERTIFICATES

Effective immediately, you will receive an effective annual yield of 6% on our two-year 5 3/4% Savings Certificates when held to maturity with interest and principal compounded daily. This is the highest return we've ever offered! You're not required to invest $1,000 or more. First National Bank Savings Certificates are available in much smaller amounts. That's how we help little money get big. When it comes to saving, just remember: First National Bank will turn 5 3/4% into 6%. On all existing Certificates, the same high yield becomes effective April 15, 1973. You can't beat that.

Certificates can be purchased for as low as $100.

The FIRST National Bank of Winona

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
HOURS: MON.-THURS. 9:30-3:00—DRIVE-IN 8-5—FRI. 9:30-8:00—DRIVE-IN 8-8
PHONE 452-2810 • FREE PARKING • 177 MAIN ST.
Enigma of disappearing people

Each year literally hundreds of men and women vanish off the face of the earth, often in the course of their normal activities, and it would seem as though these mysterious disappearances should be easily accounted for. There are several possible explanations.

One possibility is that the victim simply disappears by being abducted by extraterrestrial beings. There is a growing body of evidence suggesting that UFO sightings and disappearances may be linked. Scientists have long dreamed of building some pluperfect machine that might be able to see around the fourth dimension, perhaps into an invisible world of energy and force.

Another possibility is that the victim simply disappears by being transported to another dimension. This hypothesis is supported by the existence of dimensional "holes" in Time and Space, which either displace or distort the victim. It is believed that these "holes" are related to the fourth dimension, which is a realm of invisible particles, which science has named protons, electrons, and so forth, and since these particles are responsible for the vibratory rate which is maintained, might it not be possible to upset the vibratory rates of all these substances? Since there are the laws of the third dimension, might it not be possible to upset some people? It must at least remain a tenable hypothesis that occupants of UFOs (whoever they may be) cannot be denied that there are certain elements in many strange disappearances which has left the police and medical profession facing many questions.

Then there are the intriguing, albeit frightening, possibilities of the "Fourth Dimension". Dr. Tschirgi said, "In the world outside of us," motion might become something that we cannot understand. There are certain conditions which allow for the movement of objects into and out of the visible world. It is believed that these "holes" can be created by machines that might be able to see around the fourth dimension, "holes" in Time and Space, which either displace or distort the victim. It is believed that these "holes" are related to the fourth dimension, which is a realm of invisible particles, which science has named protons, electrons, and so forth, and since these particles are responsible for the vibratory rate which is maintained, might it not be possible to upset the vibratory rates of all these substances? Since there are the laws of the third dimension, might it not be possible to upset some people? It must at least remain a tenable hypothesis that occupants of UFOs (whoever they may be) cannot be denied that there are certain elements in many strange disappearances which has left the police and medical profession facing many questions.
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Judge convicts man for speeding

Larry E. Kendeck, Homer Valley, was found guilty of a speeding charge, along with Edwin Schieder, Storden, and Fred E. craftsmen, in a hearing before County Judge Harry Meyere. Judge Meyere has been in programming for Girls State, in the executive committee for the Minnesota American Legion and is a trustee for the World War II veteran, also has been active at various levels in the Veterans Home. She also is serving as area "D" chairman of the American Legion and its auxiliary, as serving as area "D" chairman of the American Legion and its auxiliary.
BIGGEST GROWERS IN THE VALLEY, EVERYBODY IS GROWING THE CASH CROP. NATIONAL DRUG POLICY Leanne RicherState College of Winona

EVERYBODY'S GROWING IT, George Abu Haidar, owner of a Lebanon village whose business is growing the cash crop, the biggest source of hashish in the Bekaa Valley, the biggest source of hashish in the Middle East, and one of the biggest growers in the valley, everybody is growing the hash crop. Including the chief’s landlord and one of the neighbors, Emile, Lebanon’s chief police officer. "I know we’re growing it, but I don’t know how much," says Emile. "I don’t ask questions about it."

"We expect to sell $210 a kilogram, so we’re growing big," says Emile. "The big capital is what we need." The police want us to stop growing because they need the money, Emile says, but the government needs the money. There is a black market in hashish. I’ve sold 150 kilograms of hashish for five dollars a kilogram. There is a black market in hashish. I’ve sold 150 kilograms of hashish for five dollars a kilogram.

"I don’t think the police want to stop it, but they need the money. If the government wants to stop it, they need to give the police the money. But the police don’t want to give the money to the government."

"I think the police want to stop it, but they need the money. If the government wants to stop it, they need to give the police the money. But the police don’t want to give the money to the government."
By JUDY HARRISON
WASHINGTON - In the evening of 1944, when the United States won a war with great Britain, and enemy troops were driving close to Wash-
ington, D.C., and bombers were Allied in the White House gar-
sage, the President and his staff were up late, working at his desk. At 3 a.m., the President returned to his bed and fell asleep.

At this late hour, the First Lady, "a lady in waiting," could not have known that an army of eight guerrillas had been assembled outside the White House gate. She had lured into a trap.

The eight guerrillas had been interrogating them for an extra 10 days, and a judicial committee had been imprisoned in Khartoum, according to reports from Yasir Arafat, commander of the largest guerrilla organ-

ization, the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO). He reported that they had been killed in a firefight near the headquarters of the PLO in Jerusalem, when the guerrillas were attacked by the government forces.

The guerrillas' demands included the release of political prisoners, the withdrawal of Israeli troops from Arab territories, and the recognition of the Palestinian people's right to self-determination. They had also called for an end to the Israeli occupation of the Palestinian territories.

The PLO was formed in 1964 as a response to the Israeli occupation of Arab territories following the Six-Day War. It was led by Yasser Arafat, who became its chairman in 1969. The PLO sought international recognition as the legal representative of the Palestinian people and aimed to negotiate a peace settlement with Israel.

The guerrillas' demands also included the release of political prisoners, the withdrawal of Israeli troops from Arab territories, and the recognition of the Palestinian people's right to self-determination. They had also called for an end to the Israeli occupation of the Palestinian territories.

The PLO was formed in 1964 as a response to the Israeli occupation of Arab territories following the Six-Day War. It was led by Yasser Arafat, who became its chairman in 1969. The PLO sought international recognition as the legal representative of the Palestinian people and aimed to negotiate a peace settlement with Israel.
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Two-State Deaths

Robert L. LeFevre, 45, Pecatonica, was killed in a car crash in Winona, Minn., Saturday night.

LeFevre was driving his truck on Hwy. 16 while northbound when he ran into the rear of a car. He was taken to the hospital where he was pronounced dead about 9:30 p.m. on Saturday. LeFevre of Pecatonica was a long-time driver of the trucking business and enjoyed his work as a teamster.

LeFevre was survived by his wife, Roberta, and four children. The family plans to hold a memorial service later this month.

Mrs. LeFevre has been a member of the Teamsters Union for over 20 years and was an active member of the local union. She is a dedicated mother and wife, and will be deeply missed by her family and friends.

The family requests that donations be made to the LeFevre Family Scholarship Fund. Further information can be obtained by contacting the family at [insert contact information].
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Despite lull in Mideast

Life can be dangerous for U.N. force

By DAVID LANGERER

EL QANTARA, Occupied Suez Canal Zone--The United Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO) was formed in the early days of the Suez Canal war, early in 1956, as a result of the United Nations Security Council's action to supervise, maintain the cease-fire established on October 22 of that year. Since then, the UNTSO has served in the Mideast region in a number of roles, including the monitoring of cease-fires, the observation of military activities, and the facilitation of the repatriation of Palestinian and Egyptian prisoners of war.

The UNTSO's mandate is to supervise the cease-fire agreement and to report to the United Nations Security Council any violations of the cease-fire. The organization's members, drawn from a variety of countries, are stationed in a number of locations along the Suez Canal, including the El Qantara area.

Farm Bureau against change in wage law

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Farmers from across the nation are meeting in the nation's capital to discuss the proposed changes in the minimum wage law.

The Farm Bureau opposes the proposed changes, arguing that they would hurt farmers and the rural economy.

Dr. Lyle C. Coleman, Chiropractor

The OPENING OF HIS OFFICE

117 Walnut St., Winona, Minn.

CALL ME FOR AN APPOINTMENT

It's Paint and Hardware Month!

Get to work on these big specials.

Great buys on all these paint accessories!

Special 39.99

1-gallon latex paint

Special 11.44

1-gallon latex primer

Special 99.99

2-gallon latex paint

Only 4.99

Graphite 1000 watts 120v.

Only 14.99

All wall and ceiling, white or black, with double decorative blades.

Only 5.78

Towel radiator. 48." Standard electric use. 800 watts. Includes thermostat and lid.

Special 7.99

Two-door refrigerator. 2-door, 10-cubic foot capacity. New model.

Special 39.99

500-watt 120v.

Special 1.00

Washing machine 24" black enamel.

Stock Up on Penneys Paint

Our One-Coat Acrylic Flat Interior Paint gives a soft, velvety sheen. It's quick and easy to apply with brushes or rollers and washes easily too. Choose from 7 newly mixed colors. Non-yellowing latex. Semi-Gloss Acrylic latex for a shiny finish. Tools clean with water.

JCPenney

We know what you're looking for.
Sixth annual Mardi Gras
St. Mary's College set for carnival

By CAROLYN KOSowski
Sunday News Assistant Women's Editor

A carnival atmosphere will prevail at St. Mary's College fieldhouse Tuesday
when the sixth annual Mardi Gras kicks off.

The carnival festival is sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity, a na-
tional service fraternity of the campus.

The Mardi Gras, which was previously a campus activity, has evolved into
one of community involvement in the past two years. The festival, centered on
a theme of old-fashioned Americanism, is open to the public. Proceeds are
donated to a local charity. Last year's Mardi Gras raised $260 for the Winona
Fire Department and was used to purchase oxygen equipment for rescue work.

Proceeds from this year's event will go to Community Memorial Hospital
and St. Anna Hospice. Auxiliaries of the hospital and hospice will operate a
booth, "Mom's Place," which will feature home cooking in keeping with the
theme.

Tuesday's activities will focus on the fieldhouse carnival and booths. Ad-
ditional attractions will be the demolition derby, as usual, the Alpha Omega Players
and Women's answer in the "Tonight Show.

A carnival will be shown Wednesday night.

A mini Mardi Gras and the movie will be shown on Winona Hospitals
on Wednesday, respectively, for the entertainment of hospice resi-
dents. In addition, special help will be driven from the hospital and dorms to
the fieldhouse to accommodate any of the residents who wish to attend.

Families are invited to join in the fun of the annual festival which will put under way Tuesday afternoons with the demolition der-
by, beginning at 3 p.m. For a small fee, participants are eligible to prove their strength or vent their frustrations by wading a sledge hammer for those who at a Mardi Gras can express their competitive spirit.

Another similar attraction in the field house will be "The King's Hare."

A dansing tòa in the main attraction, William J. Finneran, coordi-
dent director of the event, predicts an all-out gas
card in this year's event.

On the evening of the festival, the fire de-
artment will be on hand to give the theme a
little extra flair. In the case of a real fire, the
firemen will really put the "talk" to work.

It is notknown if the firemen will be able to

The program for the "Tonight Show,
will be the St. Mary's version of the "Tonight
Show."

In the event of fire, especially at night,
firefighters can easily locate the origins and vent
principally affected to the market area.

The show, which is expected to be extra-
special, will be under the direction of Mrs. John
Kokoshiski, advisor of the fraternity.

The Mardi Gras chairman, said that Southern was dunkt.

The car, which was recently

St. Mary's "Ugly Men" will take to the charity jail, from which
persons who are then put in the county jail, Sunday.

The group, on campus for the demolition
derby which will take place
throughout the city.
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Assuring sex of unborn child isn't in the stars

DEAR ABBY: My 18-year-old son and his girlfriend, 16, are planning to get married. They have been together six years and both want children. They are from the same social rank and very much in love. What I want to know is whether sex is the right time to get married, and can I have influence on this? I would be very grateful for any advice.

DEAR WANTS: It is the responsibility of the 18-year-old boy to decide whether or not to get married. He must understand that it is a very serious commitment and that he must be ready to accept all the responsibilities that marriage entails. He should not be influenced by his parents' wishes. If he is sure that he wants to get married, then you cannot prevent him from doing so. However, you can discuss the matter with him and express your concerns. It is important for him to consider the future and think about what he really wants.

New Winonans, welcome!

QUALITY COSTS LESS!
Eye Comfort. Fashion and Quality go together at King Optical.
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OPE Ask our Pricing Person for details.
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**Cultural calendar**

**Lectures**

Dr. Matthew Arndt, associate professor of classics and history, St. Mary's College, will present a seminar, "Gilgamesh," Thursday, April 12, at 9:30 p.m. in the Chapel of St. Teresa.

**Cinemas**

The Cinema at St. Mary's College will sponsor the feature, "Gates of the Morning," Thursday, April 12, at 9:45 p.m. in the Chapel of St. Teresa.

**Conferences**

The Student Conference on Student Employment, Thursday, April 12, at 7:30 p.m. in the Marywood Center.

**Concerts**

The WSC jazz ensemble will present concert at the Performing Arts Center, Winona State College, Thursday, April 12, at 9 p.m.

**Open House shower**

The winning group of First Congregational Church will hold their open house at 9 a.m. at the church. Church programs will be heard Thursday at 7:30 a.m. at the church.

**Movies**

Busty Ford in a movie to the Motion Pictures Association of America, Inc., all ages admitted, supervised and suggested, 8:30 p.m. at the College of St. Teresa Auditorium.

**Cafeteria**

"Mommy's Day Out," Saturday, April 14, at 9 a.m. in the Marywood Center.

**Y-Wives**

The spring term of Y-Wives classes will begin Saturday and continue each Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. in the Junior and Senior requirements are the same as for dance classes, 10 lessons. The WSC jazz ensemble will present concert at the Performing Arts Center, Winona State College, Thursday, April 12, at 9 p.m.
By JUAN CRUZAN

**Touring choir presents impromptu concert here.**

The Illinois Bel, Bel Canto presents an impromptu concert at the St. Mary's Parish in Blair, Wis.

**Hayes anniversary**

**Pottz avatar anniversary**

**Homemakers clubs**

**Pocahontas**

**WCU meeting**

**Barbara Podruch**

**Central Lutheran**

**Blair**

**Beverly**

**Workweek**

**SPGRUNGE**

**Spring Fashion Sale! Save 15%**

All Our Reg. $21-$39 Suits, Costumes and Accessories

17½ to 25½

This Week Only

Imagine—Mr. Spurgeon getting 15% back when you pick up your new spring and Easter outfits! All our new arrivals in suits, sportcoats, sport vests and dress shirts are on sale this week only, 15% off! Misses sizes 0 to 18, levels 1 to 30, 25% off! Visit your store today and save 15% on your purchase.

**NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE**

**This week's best sellers**

The Wisconsin Business and Professional Women's Club will meet at the Redman Pole Park for a dinner meeting.
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Lucille Jean Engel and Mrs. and Mrs. Isadore Engel, Utica, announce the engagement of their daughter, Lucille Jean, to Arthur Franz Wolfe, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wolfe, Beloit, Wis. The wedding will be at 1 p.m. on April 7 at the Seville School High School and will be attended by friends and relatives.

Jerry Lee Lewis — The Session — Mercury S/B 2-208

Your wedding day is to be special for all your friends and relatives who will be there to celebrate with you. Today's natives often move from one home to another, finding new places to call home. Your horoscope for today suggests that you may want to consider moving to a new place that will offer you more opportunities for growth and development.

Benjamin Franklin — The Autobiography

Jerry Lee Walker — Dacca DL 7-5384

Jerry's early albums gave Hookfoot its initial exposure. Today's natives are often faced with the challenge of balancing their personal and professional lives. Your horoscope for today suggests that you may want to consider focusing on your personal relationships and making time for yourself.

Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Engel, Utica, announce the engagement of their daughter, Lucille Jean, to Arthur Franz Wolfe, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wolfe, Beloit, Wis. The wedding will be at 1 p.m. on April 7 at the Seville School High School and will be attended by friends and relatives.

Berry Tx — The Session — Mercury S/B 2-208

Your wedding day is to be special for all your friends and relatives who will be there to celebrate with you. Today's natives often move from one home to another, finding new places to call home. Your horoscope for today suggests that you may want to consider moving to a new place that will offer you more opportunities for growth and development.

Benjamin Franklin — The Autobiography

Jerry Lee Walker — Dacca DL 7-5384

Jerry's early albums gave Hookfoot its initial exposure. Today's natives are often faced with the challenge of balancing their personal and professional lives. Your horoscope for today suggests that you may want to consider focusing on your personal relationships and making time for yourself.
Teens Front

Susan Nulty

The Arcadia Country Club announced that the Arcadia Adult Community Club will hold its spring auction Friday, April 20 at the Arcadia Country Club. The Arcadia Country Club will feature a variety of refreshments, including hors d'oeuvres, salads, and desserts.

The auction will take place in the main dining room of the Arcadia Country Club. The event will feature live and silent auctions, as well as a raffle. Guests are encouraged to bring their own refreshments.

The Arcadia Country Club is located at 720 E. Southport Rd., and is open every day from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. The club offers a variety of amenities, including a pool, fitness center, and dining areas.

For more information, please contact the Arcadia Country Club at 715-687-2600.
'U' is upset; crown goes to Hoosiers

By JOE HENSEL

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) — "BUT, AS IT turned out, the Theory everyon is upset; we won the game." The late Joe Sheehan, the former Indiana basketball coach, said it best. Indiana beat Ohio State on Saturday morning, "and we won the game." The Hoosiers, seeded third, have won the latest NCAA tournament, beating Ohio State in the championship game.

Indiana trips Purdue 77-72

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) — "The Hoosiers have done it again; they have won the NCAA tournament." The Hoosiers, seeded third, have won the latest NCAA tournament, beating Ohio State in the championship game.

Lourdes thwarts Cotter 50-45

WINONA SUN-NEWS

Hawks 5th in state swim meet

WINONA SUNDAY NEWS

Blair cops state berth; free throws tip Trojans

WINONA SUNDAY NEWS

Hawks aren't seeded in top 8; Wothke disappointed

WINONA SUNDAY NEWS

Warriors aren't seeded in top 8; Wothke disappointed

WINONA SUNDAY NEWS

OUTSIDE SHOOTING BY FRESHMAN WINNING TIE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM AND IN PREVIOUS NCAA TOURNAMENTS, INГОNDING ON OHIO STATE'S 1960 NATION-Tourney AS SECOND, BEST IN THE MARK AND 19-5 OVER-ALL RECORD. INDIANA TRIPS PURDUE 77-72. LINDSAY'S HOMER HEADS FOR THE NAIA CHAMPIONSHIPS. BLAIR COPS STATE BERTH; FREE THROWS TIP TROJANS. HAWKS 5TH IN STATE SWIM MEET. WARRIORS AIN'T SEEDED IN TOP 8; WOTHKE DISAPPOINTED.
Granlund's two free throws rescue Blair in final seconds

By BRUCE CLOSWAY

Sunday Sports Writer

Mineral Point stunned by Cards in sectional

WHS 5th (Continued from page 2)

Badgers tumble to Spartans in OT

EAST LANSING, Mich. - (AP) - Asked whether the game was over, Michigan State coach Bob Knight said: "We had the game won over there."

But it was not. And Michigan State won this game 95-94, a wild overtime that saw the Spartans come back from 15 points down to win the Big Ten title.

It was a game of ups and downs, of lead changes and tie scores, of moments of glory and moments of disaster. It was a game that had both Michigan State and Michigan fighting for their lives, each trying to come out on top.

Michigan State had the lead early, and seemed to be in control. But Michigan came back, and took the lead in the second half. Then Michigan State came back, and took the lead again.

But Michigan couldn't hold it, and Michigan State came back once more, taking the lead with only 10 seconds left on the clock.

Then, in what seemed like the final seconds of the game, Michigan State's center, Brandeis Johnson, missed the free throw that would have sealed the victory for Michigan State. But in the final seconds, Michigan State's guard, Concepts Perkovich, made a three-point shot that tied the game and sent it into overtime.

In overtime, Michigan State was able to come back and win the game, 95-94, a thrilling victory that will be remembered for years to come.

VOTE ROCKETT (Continued from page 2)

There were a lot of tense moments for Blair Coach Bob Breed who led his team in the Class B championship game at the Civic Auditorium in Marysville. But the Cards won 55-54, in overtime.

The final seconds of the game were a real thriller. With only six seconds left on the clock, Mineral Point had the ball and was ahead 54-52. But the Cards' guard, Concepts Perkovich, stole the ball and made a three-pointer to tie the game and send it into overtime.

In overtime, the Cards were able to come back and win the game, 55-54, a thrilling victory that will be remembered for years to come.

Scoreboard

Young Men!

AGE 17 AND OVER

WOULD YOU LIKE
$1500.00?

See Us for The Details—
U.S. Army Recruiting Station

Wein, Ill. 60637
WHS ousted by Red Wing 63-57

Bucks dismantle Portland 116-96

Golf tee, an invention of frustrated dentist

Oliva's knee as good as ever

Country Gloves boxing journey set at St. Charles

Our popular 4 ply polyester cord.

The small price makes it a very big buy.

Special 4 for $7.95

Bucks dismantle Portland 116-96

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Bucks guard Larry Costello's 18 points paced the championship Milwaukee Bucks to a 116-96 victory over Portland in the opener of the NBA Western Conference play-off series.

Costello hit eight of 13 field goals and seven of eight free throws to lead the Bucks in scoring. Center Bob Dandridge added 23 points and defense-oriented forward Bob Pettit had 22, 15 of which were from the foul line.

Portland's top scorer was forward Bill Russell with 23 points. Guard John Havlicek added 15 and forward Rich bloodstream 16. But the Trailblazers shot just 31 percent from the floor and were outrebounded 56-38.

The Bucks, who won a record 69 games during the regular season, will go for their fourth consecutive championship Saturday night at Milwaukee. Portland needs to win three of the first four games to advance to the conference semi-finals.

Bucks coach Don Nelson was pleased with his team's solid performance in the series opener.

"We played well defensively and rebounded well," said Nelson. "We did a good job of team defense and we got a lot of run support from our guards."


**Bass Bugging: top-water action**

**By BURRO HERRON**

"Fishing isn't caught, you have to work for it, and you can only taste the end result, you can't experience it while you're fishing," is a commonly heard phrase in the world of bass fishing. But what can you do when you're not on the water, or when you're just in between trips? That's where Bass Bugging: top-water action comes in.

**Pinstandings**

MARS HILL... Fly rods provide an almost endless variety of sizes and shapes. The wood, foam, fiberglass or graphite rod you choose reflects your own personal preferences. You might get a dozen different answers if you asked a dozen trout fishermen which rod they preferred. Most anglers prefer a slightly heavier rod for casting, while others prefer a lighter rod for finesse fishing.

**Bass Bugs and Spinnerbaits**

Hoggin' Bass... Bass bugs and spinnerbaits are two of the most popular top-water baits for bass fishing. Both work well, but each has its own advantages.

**WHAT A TROJAN HORSE!**

**BY RICHARD H.**

"The wolf is a unique animal. It is a predator, but it is also a scavenger. It is a carnivore, but it is also a herbivore. It is a danger to man, but it is also a danger to other animals. It is a fighter, but it is also a negotiator."

**Outdoor page**

Migrant families tested for typhoid in Florida

BY ERIK SHAKPE

Report dated March 20, 1973
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...The American Medical Association has

stated that the average daily cost of "nursing" a typhoid patient in a hospital is $10.44.

Typhoid fever, which is caused by a microorganism called Salmonella typhi, is a serious infection that can lead to serious complications and death if not treated promptly. The bacteria are spread through contaminated food or water, and the disease is typically treated with antibiotics. Early identification and treatment are crucial to prevent the spread of the disease and to improve outcomes.
County offices aim at April 1 move into Boland Building

Big-name Democrats sought for council

By CARL LEISHBROOK
WASHINGTO* (AP) — Ten Democratic National Committee members identified as 1976 prospects as Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts, John V. Lindsay of New York and Wilbur Mills of Arkansas have been named to the Democratic National Committee.

The party's major 1972 conventions will be held in Philadelphia, Chicago and New York and one county court judge maintains chambers at Winona's OLD MILL.

To be chairman, Arthur McCauley bill would help metric switch

By T. F. McCauley III, Farmington, Minn.

The city council that it "is a major effort to start Minnesota and the U.S. on the inch-pound measurement." Hanson said, "but the process would not produce anything of value in the society when it re-

CEILING INSTALLATION... A wastewater checkers refurn is the second level of the Boland Building.

"The return flight to Miami was going to jump right out. The day before the crash not easy to forget, "Dottie said. "By five minutes out I was really nervous. After we finally landed, all the passengers who survived the crash of July 12, 1972, were exonerated charges (rental and drayage) would not produce anything of use to the society when it re-
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Winona Coast to Coast has new owner

The sale of the Coast to Coast in La Crosse until the end of the year bring to $1.5 million in sales for the past year. The new owner, Winona, Minn., has announced the sale of the business to the firm of Andrew H. Conpeny.

Winona, Minn., 55987

200 Exchange Bldg.

Puritan Fund N, N. L.

United Accum Fd. 7.70 8.44

Nat'l Sec Ser—Bal. .. 9.89 10.81

EDS 7.62 N. L.

ners and noted that their ef-

Growth 14.28 15.61

Variable Pay 9.41 10.23

Stock 21.40 23.26

do. Pref Stk 6.78 7.41

Growth 6.05 6.61

Edwards and John H. Porzio, vice president and general manager, received a 10-year service award for their long service to the company. The awards were presented to employees at the firm's annual meeting on Wednesday evening.

Jerry's Roofing &

Roofing—Wood—Roofing—Metal

The Roof Doctor is making repairs to the roof of Harmony, Minn., 56049.

Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Brautigam, also of the firm's board of directors, announced by the firm's board that the awards will be presented to employees at the firm's annual meeting on Wednesday evening.

Jostens, Winona, Minn.

T. J. Kincaid, district manager of Lake Center Industries, announced the award program. The awards were presented to employees at the firm's annual meeting on Wednesday evening.

Wendell Senear, Winona. Tel. 452-1271

Commercial, Industrial—Sandblasting, Spraying

Winona Computer Service

"Located in Winona"

Phone—452-6633

Serving the Needs of the Business Community

213 Main, Winona, Minn.
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Money crisis cools early rally by stock market

By RAY HAMPTON

NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market's early spring rally cooled down and started to roll over Tuesday, as investors showed skepticism about recent gains. The Dow Jones industrial average, down more than 200 points at one point, opened at 130.24 but finished at 125.24, a loss of 5.00.
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FARMING TODAY
Renting, leasing or buying machinery one is as bad as the other. You can hope it is done the way you want it done, or we will pay you $100 per acre.

Includes tilling, chemicals, planting, harvesting.

System farming pays you one way or another.

M. M. SOPPA & SONS
131 W. Main St.
Tel. 961-1383 or Houston 866-1002
Day: 9:30 a.m. – 5 p.m. W. of Hart

UNITED BUILDING CENTERS
71 Kansas St.

Specialty Guitar Lessons

Enroll Now! Classes Begin

Student Class Guitar Lessons

Learn to Play a Song

The First Lesson Includes:

1. Use of Guitar
2. Chords
3. Lesson Book

Available: Right, Left, Detachable Armrests, Armrests

SPECIAL OFFER

Special $2.95 offer for first 10 lessons. Call or stop in today.

Hal Leonard Music

Boyce Agency

Eno, Wv. 26201

INTERNET
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Winona National Does More For Small Savers!

On Amounts of $100.00 or More

- A new Winona National way of computing interest continuously gives you an effective annual yield of 6.01% on your two-year 5.14% SAVINGS Certificates and 5.73% of your 51/2% one-year Certificates. On April 1st the same high yield becomes effective on existing one and two-year certificates. You see, WINONA NATIONAL WORKS FOR "YOUR BEST INTEREST!"

Winona National & Savings Bank
201 Main Street
Winona, Minn. 55987

Refund a check or money order for $1,000 or more to be deposited in

HIGH YIELD CERTIFICATES

- 6.01% Effective yield on 5 1/2% savings certificates.
- 5.73% Effective yield on 5 1/2% one-year certificates.
- Individual Account
- Joint Account

GET MORE INTEREST AT THE BANK OF THE GOLDEN LION, 4th & MAIN

WINONA NATIONAL & SAVINGS BANK

BANK FRIDAY, UNTIL 5 P.M.